Abstract : History Generalized Algorithm is used in this paper
INTRODUCTION
Problem definition: Given an ordered set of timestamped structured datasets, a hierarchy, and a minimum support threshold that is min sup,In this paper show the problem of mining all higens. Definition of HIGEN: D is the dataset D={d 1 ,d 2 ,d 3 …….d n }is an ordered sequence with timestamp and It's hierarchy which is built in excess of data items in D i € D this is case of frequent itemsets. Not generalized itemset and it's minimum support threshold . A HIGEN HG it associated with time stamp or generalized itemsets g 1 ,g 2 ……g n Following are some condition: -if sup_count(it,D i )>=min_sup then gi=it -else gi=git were git is an predecessor of it with T frequent in D i & categorized by a minimum generalization level among the set of frequent predecessor of it Related Work: Literature survey of that concept is that in this topic used different data mining algorithm this algorithm having some limitations and some drawback.To overcome that drawback they have to used higen algorithm and non-redudandant higen algorithms are to be used. 1.Frequent itemset mining Algorithm: The identification of sets of items, products, symptoms and characteristics, which occured together in the given database, is of the more fundamental tasks in Data Mining process. The aim of this algorithm is for searching frequent sets from the need to analyze also called as supermarket transaction data. We introduced mining association rules between sets of items in Large Databases the problem of mining association rules between sets of items in a large database of customer transactions. Each transaction consists of items purchased by a customer in a visit. finding those rules that have: -Minimum transactional support s | the union of items in the consequent and antecedent of the rule is present in a minimum of s% of transactions in the database. -Minimum con_dence c | at least c% of transactions in the database that satisfy the antecedent of the rule also satisfy the consequent of the rule. The rules that we f have find item in the resultant and a union of any number of items in the antecedent. We solve this problem by decomposing it into two subproblems: 1. Finding all itemsets, called large itemsets, that are present in at least s% of transactions. 2. Generating from each large itemset, rules that use items from the large itemset. steps: join and prune. 
Prune -Ck is a superset of Lk, Lk contain those candidates from Ck, which are frequent -Scanning the database to determine the count of each candidate in Ck -heavy computation -To reduce the size of Ck the Apriori property is used: if any (k-1) subset of a candidate k-itemset is not in Lk-1, then the candidate cannot be frequent either,so it can be removed from Ck. -subset testing (hash tree) [2] 
fuzzy decision trees:
Many data mining techniques are available fuzzy techniques le which are discussed as below:Aassociation rule (i) a changed rule if its support or confidence in the duration is different from its support confidence in the preceding duration; (ii) a perished rule if its support and/or confidence less then the user specified thresholds in the duration; and (iii) an added rule if its support and confidence greater than or equal to the user-specified thresholds in the duration. To find the regularities managing the changes in association rules, we introduced to use linguistic variables and linguistic terms to represent the changes and to use fuzzy decision trees to discover the changes. The fuzzy decision trees can then be converted to fuzzy rules.These fuzzy rules are called fuzzy meta-rules they are rules about rules. Furthermore, the discovered fuzzy meta-rules can be used to predict any change in the association rules in the future. To evaluate the performance of our approach, we make use of a set of synthetic datasets, each of which is a set of transactions collected in a specific time period. A set of association rules is discovered in each dataset. Fuzzy decision trees are then constructed in the discovered association rules to mine the changes in these rules. The experimental results show that our approach is very promising. [6] 
Info Miner Algorithm:
Effective mining algorithm, InfoMiner+, to simultaneously mine significant patterns and the associated subsequences.we introduced a new mining problem of partial periodic pattern with random replacement. [9] 
Existing Chatterbot system:
Bot is an English simplification for the word robot, which is an agent which collaborates with a user or another program, simulating a human activity. The bots can be categorized in many categories, such as academics, searches, trades, etc; this deals with chatterbots or conversation robots.The goal of this type of bot is to answer and questions, in a particular way that people think they are talking to another person, instead of a computer program. The chatterbots have inside its knowledge base a set of simulated dialogs, to communicate with users in a natural language, and can be used as interfaces in a broad series of applications like electronic commerce, distance learning, among others. The chatterbots use Artificial Intelligence to simulate a dialog with a human being based in a "stimulus -response"routine: you make questions and he provides answers based on those questions. After a question is submitted in a natural language, the program queries a knowledge base and sends an answer trying to mimic the human behavior. 
II. Chatter Bot System

III. Conclusion
This paper discovered the problem of change mining in the case of frequent itemsets. To represent the development of itemsets in different time periods without discarding relevant but rare knowledge due to minimum support threshold enforcement, it proposes to extract generalized itemsets characterized by minimal redundancy in this case one itemset becomes infrequent in a certain time duration. To this aim, two kinds of dynamic patterns, namely the Higens and the Nonredundant higens, have been introduced.
